OUT AND ABOUT

Aesthetic Medicine North
and Clinisept+ road trip
Last month the Aesthetic Medicine team hit the road along with Aesthetic
Source on a tour of the Midlands, North and Scotland to promote our October
event – Aesthetic Medicine North – and the launch of the ground-breaking new
skin disinfection technology Clinisept+, which is being brought to market by
Aesthetic Source in partnership with Clinical Health Technologies.
Over three days the team visited brands based in the North and Scotland who
are exhibiting at the show, which takes place on October 22-23 at Manchester
Central, as well as the clinics of speakers who will be presenting at the conference
and business workshops. Go to the Aesthetic Medicine Live YouTube Channel to
see videos interviews from the trip.

Out and about
Out and about in the industry this month

JUVEA AESTHETICS SCULPSURE EVENT,
HOME HOUSE, LONDON

COOLSCULPTING SYMPOSIUM,
CLARIDGES, LONDON

Juvea Aesthetics held an exclusive launch to mark the introduction of the
FDA-approved SculpSure treatment to its clinic. As well as a champagne
drinks reception and canapes guests could enjoy express HydraFacials at
private member’s bar Home House in Mayfair.
The evening kicked off with an introduction by medical director Faz
Zavahir, followed by a presentation from SculpSure. Live demonstrations
and Q&A sessions were also a feature.
Guests included Liz McClarnon, Gina
Rio and Laura Vevere as well as beauty
journalists and influencers.

London’s Claridges played host to the first UK
CoolSculpting Symposium last month.
Hosted by leading beauty journalist Alice
Hart-Davis, the event saw a panel of
experts, including Dr Tracy Mountford and
plastic surgeon Mr Patrick Mallucci, share
their experience with the fat-freezing body
shaping technology. New innovations, including
the CoolAdvantage Petite applicator, were
also unveiled (see page 92).

OFAA course, King’s College, London
On Saturday September 9, the Oculo-Facial Aesthetic Academy (OFAA) ran a course on
the Anatomical Basis of Prevention and Management of Hyaluronic Acid Dermal Filler
Complications and Hyaluronidase Wet-Lab.
Founded by oculoplastic surgeon Mrs Sabrina Shah-Desai, who specialises in surgical
and non-surgical periorbital rejuvenation, the course provided delegates with an
understanding of facial anatomical layers using fresh cadavers and prosections. They
were also able to practice anatomical surface marking on fresh frozen cadavers, with
an emphasis on avoiding critical neurovascular anatomy in upper, mid and lower face
as well as learning how to avoid complications from poor technique and inappropriate
patient selection and the best ways to improve assessment and deliver safe outcomes.
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